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1. Executive Summary 

In this deliverable we give an overview of the types of multilingual resources we are 

using and developing in the context of the Ontology-Based Information Extraction 

(OBIE) tasks of TrendMiner. In a first (and ideal) case, ontologies and taxonomies we 

can re-use and/or adapt come already equipped with multilingual labels (ideally 

encoded with the rdfs:label annotation property). In a second case, the terminological 

and lexical data we can re-use and adapt are available in a multilingual manner, and 

we need to convert this data into OWL/RDF constructs, using the rdfs:label 

annotation property for including the multilingual language resource. In a third case, 

mainly for opinion expressing vocabulary, we just have a list of lexical items at our 

disposal, and we need to attach a multilingual version of those lists to the Opinion 

Ontology we have been setting up in TrendMiner. 
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1. Relevance to TrendMiner 
 

Availability and building of multilingual resources are central to the TrendMiner 

project, since we aim at analysing and semantically encoding documents from social 

media and more “classical” sources that are published in various languages. In the 

project we deal mainly with English, German, Italian, whereas we also consider the 

processing of Bulgarian and Hindi.  

 

2. Introduction 
 

In the context of WP2 (Multilingual Ontology-Based Information Extraction and 

Knowledge Modelling) of TrendMiner, our strategy is to associate as much as 

possible language data to elements of ontologies we are using in the project, easing 

thus the semantic annotation of processed documents. If our Ontology-Based 

Information Extraction (OBIE) tools find a correspondence between language data in 

the ontologies and language data used in the processed documents, then a semantic 

annotation or classification of the content of the documents can be proposed 

(including very probably a semantic disambiguation step). In this deliverable we 

present different types of multilingual resources we have by now integrating in the 

TrendMiner OBIE platform. 

 

Our work is potentially a contribution to recent W3C activities dealing with the 

representation of multilingual language data in ontologies, and which are discussed in 

the context of the ontolex group (http://www.w3.org/community/ontolex/). We also 

established cooperation with the Eurosentiment project on the representation of 

multilingual polarity lexicons in the Linked Open Data framework (see 

http://eurosentiment.eu/ and the newly created W3C group “Linked Data Models for 

Emotion and Sentiment Analysis Community Group”, 

http://www.w3.org/community/sentiment/). 

 

3. A Multilingual Thesaurus in the Field of Social Science 
 
As a first example of multilingual resources we have adapted for our work in WP2, we 

present some details of the “TheSoz” thesaurus
1
. The thesaurus for social sciences is a 

knowledge source under continuous development (we are currently using version 0.92). The 

list of keywords used in TheSoz contains about 12,000 entries, of which more than 8,000 are 

descriptors (or “authorized keywords”). We chose this resource due to its relevance for the 

use case described in WP7: “Multilingual Public Spheres: Political Trends and Summaries”. 

In TheSoz we find many concepts that are discussed in the media, like Educational politics, 

Employment/Unemployment politics etc. 

 

TheSoz is encoded in RDF and SKOS. While the main conceptual elements of the thesaurus 

are encoded in the core syntax of SKOS, the resource makes also use of the SKOS-XL 

properties
2
 for including labels containing natural language expressions (authorized 

keywords, which act as domain terms) that are attached to the conceptual elements, using the 

“prefLabel” and “altLabel” annotation properties, allowing thus to describe main terms and 

                                                 
1
 Online visualizations and access are available at http://lod.gesis.org/thesoz/ 

2
 See http://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference/skos-xl.html 

http://www.w3.org/community/ontolex/
http://eurosentiment.eu/
http://www.w3.org/community/sentiment/
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their variants. The natural language expressions corresponding to the labels are encoding 

using the SKOS-XL annotation property “literalForm”.  

 

In order to give a (human readable) idea of the content of the thesaurus, we extracted with a 

Perl script the main elements from the SKOS code and present those in a tabular fashion, an 

example of which is given below, displaying also the terms in the languages covered by 

TheSoz (English, French and German): 

 
concept id "10034303" 

   term “10034303" 

 prefLabel id "10034303" 

 lang=de "Abbrecher" 

 lang=en "drop-out" 

 lang=fr "drop-out" 

 altLabel id "10034307"  

 lang=de "Studienabbrecher" 

 lang=en "university drop-out" 

 lang=fr "étudiant qui abandonne ses études"     

   notation „3.2.00"  

 lang=de „Schule und Beruf (berufliche Qualifikationselemente im Bereich der schulischen Ausbildung)“ 

 lang=en “School and Occupation (Elements of Occupational Qualification in School Education)” 

 lang=fr « École et profession (éléments de qualification professionnelle dans le domaine de 

l’enseignement scolaire) » 

   broader notation „3.2“     

 lang=de „Beruf und Qualifikation“ 

 lang=en „Occupation and Qualification“ 

 lang=fr « profession et qualification » 

   broader notation „3“  

 lang=de „Interdiszipinäre Anwendungsbereiche der Sozialwissenschaften“ 

 lang=en “Interdisciplinary Application Areas of Social Sciences” 

 lang=fr « domaines interdisciplinaires d'application des sciences sociales »  

   

In the example above we can see how the English preferred label “drop-out” is associated 

with the concept “School and Occupation”, which is itself a subclass of the concept 

“Occupation and Qualification”, classified itself as a field of the broader concept 

“Interdisciplinary Application Areas of Social Sciences“. All the language material contained 

in the labels or used for naming the “notations” can be re-used for detecting and semantically 

annotating the related topics in running texts. 

3.1 TheSoz as Linked Data 

The encoding of TheSoz in RDF and SKOS is an important asset, since it allows linking the 

data to other knowledge sources, like for example DBpedia
3
 in the Linked Data framework, 

and so to complement information contained in TheSoz, which remains at the terminological 

level, and is thus not giving detailed information about the included multilingual terms for the 

described concepts and the relations between those.  

 

So for example TheSoz mentions the main political parties in Germany, Austria and other 

countries, but not their actual leader, their actual role (in the government or in the opposition) 

or weight in the current legislation period. TheSoz also lists the names of important persons, 

like “Merkel, A.” or “Brandt, W.”, but no biographical indication or relation to political 

parties or institutions are given. As such TheSoz is providing for a light-weight ontological 

basis, with multilingual labels, which allows detecting in text mentions of topics or entities 

relevant to the social scientists.   

 

                                                 
3
 See http://dbpedia.org/About. And in fact, 5024 TheSoz concepts are linked to DBpedia via SKOS 

“exact matches”. 
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The linking of concepts and associated terms to more elaborated knowledge sources, like 

DBpedia, is thus necessary in order to implement a full Knowledge Driven Information 

Extraction (KDIE) system in the field of social sciences. So for example the TheSoz sub-term 

“university” in “university drop-out” can be completed by information in the DBpedia entry 

for “university”, stating among others that “university” is rdfs domain of 

“numberOfPostgraduateStudents” and that it is a subClassOf “EducationalInstitution. 

“http://schema.org/EducationalOrganization” is given as an equivalenceClass of the DBpedia 

entry for “EducationalInstitution”. From the schema.org entry we can make use of additional 

relations associated to “EducationalInstitution”, like for example a relation to more specific 

types, such as “CollegeOrUniversity”, “ElementarySchool”, “HighSchool”, “MiddleSchool”, 

“Preschool”,  “School”. We can this way expand the terminological base of TheSoz by 

accessing the labels of the classes and concepts of other knowledge sources referred to by 

explicit semantic relations like owl:equivalentClass, owl:sameAs or skos:exactMatch. It is 

worth noting here that such sources like DBpedia include quite often a list of associated labels 

in various languages.  

 

As we can see from the name of the mentioned ontology classes above, natural language 

expressions associated to elements of knowledge sources can have different surface forms as 

the one we saw in the examples of “literalForms” of TheSoz. Beyond the utilization of the 

annotation properties, such as rdfs:label, skos:Label” or skosxl:literalForm, dedicated to ease 

the understanding by human users, several other syntax elements of knowledge representation 

systems, such as the RDF URI references, like rdf:ID, rdf:about, or rdf:resource, may contain 

instead of numerical codes natural language expressions, often using the CamelCase notation. 

Fu et al. (2012) describes NLP tasks and applications using natural language expressions 

contained in such RDF URI references. In our work, we  focus on natural language 

expressions contained in the annotation properties rdfs:label, sxkos:label (skosxl:prefLabel 

and others) and skosxl:literalForm, which typically include textual material to be consumed 

by human readers, and which can be normally directly processed by NLP tools, without 

requiring prior transformation processes of the textual material. 

3.2 Integration of TheSoz in a NLP Framework 

Before applying the (possibly extended) terminological material of TheSoz for supporting the 

semantic annotation of running texts, it has to be submitted to pre-processing steps, in order to 

ensure as a minimum a possible matching to morpho-syntactic variations of (elements of) the 

terms that are to be expected in external text. For this, we need to lexicalize the labels of the 

thesaurus, transforming the terms to linguistic data that can be used for matching 

linguistically processed text. A first sketch of this approach has been described in (Declerck 

& Lendvai, 2010) and a more elaborated methodology, encoding the linguistic data in RDF is 

presented in (McCrae et al, 2012).  

 

And for ensuring a linking of linguistic data in text to the conceptual elements of the 

thesaurus (or other knowledge sources), the development of an information extraction 

grammar is needed. We present in section 3.2 below an automatized approach for this.   

 

For both steps we are using the NooJ platform
4
, whose finite states engine supports the 

flexible implementation of lexicons, morphological, syntactic and semantic grammars. 

 

Lexicalization 
 

The lexicalization step consists in submitting all the language material included in the 

knowledge source to a lexical and a syntactic analyzer, which in our case are multilingual 

lexicons and grammars implemented in NooJ.   

                                                 
4
 http://www.nooj4nlp.net/pages/nooj.html 

http://dbpedia.org/ontology/numberOfPostgraduateStudents
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/EducationalInstitution
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The results of such a processing can be encoded in the lexicon-ontology model lemon 

(McCrae et al, 2012), which declaratively represents textual and linguistic information of 

ontologies as additional RDF resources linked to the original concepts associated to the 

labels. The lemon model decomposes multi-word expressions to individual words and 

represents the results in a phrase structure, which can be shared by multiple lexical entries. 

Furthermore, dependency relations between decomposed phrase constituents can be modeled. 

A simplified example of the lemon representation of the NooJ parsed term “university drop-

out” is shown below: 

 

:university_drop-out [lemon:writtenRep "university drop-out"@en] 
lemon:sense [lemon:reference ontology:TheSoz10034307]; 
lemon:decomposition ( :university_comp 
:drop-out_comp ) ; 
lemon:phraseRoot [ lemon:constituent :NP ; 
lemon:edge [lemon:constituent :NP ; 
lemon:edge [lemon:constituent :NN ; 
lemon:leaf university_comp ] ; 
lemon:edge [lemon:constituent :NN ; 
lemon:leaf drop-out_comp ] ];  
]. 

 
For the sake of simplicity we do not display the lemon representation of additional analysis 

provided by NooJ (for example the one, which is decomposing “drop-out” in two lemmas). It 

is enough to mention that lemon also supports the representation of preferred and alternative 

labels. This is important if one wants to consider all possible (linguistically annotated) term 

variants for improving the matching of TheSoz terms to terminological variants in text, going 

thus beyond the matching of terms to purely morpho-syntactic variations. So for example, in 

TheSoz “drop-out” is the prefLabel, while “university drop-out” is marked as altLabel of the 

same concept. Such term variants can also be “imported” in our lexicalization step from other 

source. Or one can import additional lexical material, so for example the corresponding 

WordNet synonyms or glosses. In the next future we also plan to “tap” the BabelNet
5
 

resource, which is providing links to WordNet, Wikipedia and DBpedia (and more is planed), 

for extending the terminological base of the (lexicalized) TheSoz labels, also with terms in 

languages not covered by TheSoz for now. This combination of resources is particularly 

relevant for the scenario of WP7.  

 

4. Multilingual Taxonomy Resources in the Financial Domain 
 

In this section we present some multilingual resources that are relevant for WP6 

(“Multilingual Trend Mining and Summarisation for Financial Decision Support”) of 

the project. 

4.1 Re-using multilingual Taxonomies 

Industry classification systems aim at providing a comparison of companies across 

nations. Due to numerous and often competing classification systems, the resulting 

overlapping and inconsistent terminologies require harmonization on a conceptual and 

term level, including the harmonization of the linguistic properties of the tokens 

building the term. In the following, we suggest a linking approach for harmonizing 

two major industry classification systems. 

 

                                                 
5
 See http://lcl.uniroma1.it/babelnet/ or (Navigli & Ponzetto, 2012). 
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The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) represents a taxonomy of 

industry sectors developed by MSCI and Standard & Poor's5. The GICS structure 

consists of 10 sectors, 24 industry groups, 68 industries and 154 sub-industries into 

which companies can be categorized. The ten main industries are: Energy, Materials, 

Industrials, Consumer Discretionary, Consumer Staples, Healthcare, Financials, 

Information Technology, Telecommunication Services, and Utilities. 

 

Similar to the GICS, the Industry Classification Benchmark (ICB) developed by Dow 

Jones and FTSE6 consists of four major levels. The system is organized into 10 

industries, 20 super-sectors, 41 sectors and 114 sub-sectors. The ten main industries 

are: Oil & Gas, Basic Materials, Industrials, Consumer Goods, Healthcare, Consumer 

Services, Telecommunications, Utilities, Financials and Technology. 
6
 

 

Both taxonomies are highly multilingual (8 and 14 languages). As parts of those 

resources have been already used in the Monnet project (www.monnet-project.eu) our 

current work is concentrating on running experiments for establishing a cross-

taxonomy harmonized list of relevant terms, also using the lemon model for this:  
 

Lemon:multi_line_insurance rdf:type skos:Concept; 
lemon:canonicalForm [lemon:writtenRep "Multi-line insurance"@en ] ; 
lemon:reference <http://gics.org/GICS40301030> ; 
skos:inScheme tmo:GICS . 
 

In the example just above, showing few lines of the lemon and skos encoding, the 

reader can see how we link explicitly an English term (“Multi-line insurance”) to its 

conceptual realisation in the GICS taxonomy, which has been upgraded onto an 

ontology in the context of the TrendMiner ontological framework, which is now 

available on-line (http://www.dfki.de/lt/onto/)  

4.2 Extracting Multilingual Terns from XBRL taxonomies 

XBRL (eXtended Business Reporting Language, see http://www.xbrl.org/)
7
 is a 

standard for the representation of financial and other relevant statements in the 

reporting of companies. Countries that have agreed to use XBRL as the publication 

format to be delivered to the local authorities have supported the creation of a 

corresponding taxonomy, which expresses in XML statements and rules that are 

present in the national commercial codes and laws.  

In many cases those taxonomies include labels in the national language and in 

English. Below, in Figure 1 we just display an example from the XBRL taxonomy of 

the Belgian National Bank, where the reader can see the inclusion of XML label 

elements, and the use of the xml:lang feature, in a multilingual setting, relating natural 

language expressions to the concept “FixedAssets”. The Belgian taxonomy is 

particularly interesting, since it includes the three national languages and English.   

 

                                                 
6
 See respectively http://www.msci.com/products/indices/sector/gics/ and 

http://www.standardandpoors.com/indices/gics/en/us, and  http://www.ftse.com/Indices/Industry Classification 

Benchmark/index.jsp 
7
  XBRL (eXtended Business Reporting Language) “is a language for the electronic communication of business and 

financial data”, see http://www.xbrl.org/GettingStarted 

http://www.dfki.de/lt/onto/
http://www.xbrl.org/
http://www.standardandpoors.com/indices/gics/en/us
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Following up our work in the former “Monnet” project, we integrated this 

multilingual terminological resource in the financial domain in the TrendMiner 

ontologies and are linking those multilingual terms to other relevant resources. 

4.3 Extracting Multilingual Terms from Stock Exchange Pages 

Also in the past Monnet project we started to extract multilingual terminology from 

the German Stock Exchange
8
. While those pages were limited to English and German, 

we also access the Euronext web presence
9
, which displays information about 

companies in 4 languages (Dutch, English, French and Portuguese). The relevant 

terms have been transformed into ontology elements, while the values associated with 

the terms have been used for populating the ontology. In TrendMiner we extended 

this work to the Madrid and Milano Stock Exchanges, which have each a bi-lateral 

web offer, the second language being in each case English. This approach has shown 

to be very successful: the multilingual vocabulary extracted plays an important role in 

the financial use case described in WP6.   

  

5. List of Polarity Items 
 

Additional – and central – types of lexical resources we are dealing with in the project 

are polarity lexicons. We are considering two types of resources: existing ones, which 

have to be adapted, and resources we have first to generate out of relevant sources.  

5.1 Existing Polarity Lexicons in German Language 

Investigating the availability of polarity lexicons for German, we found various 

sources, which are described in this section. In order to be able to use those resources, 

it appeared soon that they should be harmonized. The resources are: 

 A polarity lexicon for German
10

 (Clematide and Klenner, 2010) 

 GermanPolarityClues
11

 (Waltinger, 2010) 

                                                 
8
 See http://deutsche-boerse.com/dbg/dispatch/de/kir/dbg_nav/home 

9
 See https://www.euronext.com/ 

10
 Downloadable at http://sentimental.li/german.lex 

11
 Downloadable at http://www.ulliwaltinger.de/sentiment/ 

Figure 1: Example of multilingual labels in the XBRL taxonomy of the Belgian National Bank 
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 SentiWS
12

 (Remus et al., 2010) 

 MLSA: A Multi-layered Reference Corpus for German Sentiment Analysis
13

 

(Clematide et al., 2012) 

 A collection of nominal phrases and a collection of clauses annotated for 

polarity, plus their accompanying dependency parses
14

 (Klenner et al., 2012) 

 

Looking at the different data sets, being the lexicon data (1-3 above) or the corpora 

(4-5 above) we noticed that the developers use different formats for encoding 

identical or similar information, while they also describe distinct types of information. 

Details from two distinct lexical resources are given in Example 1 and Example 2 

below, showing clearly the heterogeneity of format and information they encode. In 

order to have an optimal lexical resource for processing (German) text and annotating 

them automatically with sentiment/opinion information, we decided to go for the 

harmonization and integration of this set of available lexical data for German. 

For the purpose of harmonization, applied for the time being to the lexicons named in 

the Introduction of this abstract and to the terminal elements of the syntactically 

annotated corpora, we wrote few Perl scripts for mapping the encoded information in 

hash tables that are being subsequently merged.  Harmonization work consisted in 

using unique names for opinion/sentiment features and values present in the various 

sources. So for example the values “+”, “p” or “POS” (for positive polarity) or some 

integers are mapped onto the unique value term “POS” for encoding “positive” 

sentiments. The same is done for features: some developers introduce a feature 

“Polarity weight”, while other have “reduction/gaining factor” and the like. Such 

features are harmonized to “pol_rank” for the time being. All lexical resources use the 

lemma of opinionated words (while some also include all inflected forms). The 

lemmas of the lexicons have been used as keys in the hash tables, both for the purpose 

of checking the lexical coverage of each lexicon and for controlling the merging step.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
12

 Downloadable at http://asv.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/download/sentiws.html  
13

 Downloadable at http://iggsa.sentimental.li/index.php/downloads/  
14

 Downloadable at http://bics.sentimental.li/index.php/downloads/  

Taken from german.lex  (http://sentimental.li/german.lex)  

Format: 

   Word {NEG|POS|NEU|SHI|INT} PolarityStrength PoS 

   SHI for Shifters, INT for Intensifiers 

   INT < 1, e.g. 0.5 is a reduction factor,  

 > 1, e.g. 2 is a gain factor  

Examples: 

   fehlschlagen NEG=0.7 verben 

   frisch POS=0.7 adj 

   Tick NEU=0 nomen 

   beenden SHI=0 verben    

   ohne SHI=0 neg 

   enorm INT=2 adj    

   viel INT=2 adj 

… 

 

Example 1: The format of the lexical resource “german.lex”, 

together with a few lexical entries 

http://sentimental.li/german.lex
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We noticed that the corpora do not include lemmas in the encoding of the terminal  

 

 

Our harmonizing and merging work deals not only with different encoding for 

features and values, but it has also to cope with distinct granularity of information.  So 

for example the possible values for the “polarity” feature vary across lexicons and 

corpora. Some lexicon have only the values “NEG”, “POS” and “NEUT”, while other 

have a more fine-grained set of values. In this case we decided to give priority to the 

more specific approaches. So that if a lexicon is encoding the German word “nicht” 

(not) as “NEG” and another one as “SHIFT”, we choose for the harmonized and 

integrated lexicon the latter value, which is part of a more fine-grained set of values as 

the first one. We expect from this decision to also have better lexical data to be use in 

the context of sentiment/opinion detection grammars, since the value “SHIFT” is 

marking the fact that the polarity value of the word(s) modified (or in the scope of) by 

this lexical item will be correspondingly updated. This is clearly the case in the 

context of negations (“The money is not lost, …”), where the negation word is 

(usually) shifting the polarity value of the words in its scope to the opposite value. 

We are currently developing grammars based on this principle, but this topic is 

outside of the scope of the actual deliverable. 

 

First Results of the Harmonization and Merging of opinionated Lexicons 

 

Every lexicon has been mapped specialized Perl scripts onto a corresponding hash 

table, undergoing transformation onto a unique tagset and encoding of information. 

The merging step consists then in comparing the hash tables and to unify the 

information.  

In Example 3 below, the reader can see an example of the merging of two lexicons 

(“german.lex” and “GermanPolarityClues.lex”), encoded as a hash table. The lemma 

“Genehmigung” (approval) was present in both lexicons, each of them encoded as the 

value of the feature “prov”. In this example, the same lemma was present in both 

lexicons. Example 4 shows the actual encoding of the case in which a lemma is 

present only in one lexicon. 
 

Taken from GermanPolarityClues.lex:  

http://www.ulliwaltinger.de/sentiment/ 

 

Format: 

   Lemmata (\t) Part-of-Speech (\t)  PositiveRating (\t)  NegativeRating (\t)  NeutralRating (\t)   

    PositiveCorpusProbability (\t)  NegativeCorpusProbability (\t)  NeutralCorpusProbability  

 

Examples: 

illegal  ADJD 0 1 0 0  1  0 

Leck NN 0   1   0 0.4 04762 0.333333 0.261905 

ragen VVFIN 0 1 0 0.2  0.8  0 

Abhilfe NN 1 0 0 0.2  0.8  0 

sehr ADV 1 0 0 0.350257 0.388175  0.261568 

werden VVFIN 0 0 1 0.258483   0.493513 

gleich ADJD 0 0 1 0.247549    0.566176 

Example 2: The format of the lexical resource “GermanPolarityClues”, together with a few lexical 

entries. Comparing it to the lexical data in Example 1, the reader can see the differences in the 

tagset used (NN vs nomen, etc) and the type of polarity information included. Also, in this example, 

one lexical item can be associated with distinct polarity features, while this is not the case in 

Example 1. 

http://www.ulliwaltinger.de/sentiment/
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Adding Domain Semantics to the Lexicon Entries 

 

We can add basic semantics to all the entries of the mentioned German resources. But 

we think that linking to semantic data in the Linked Data framework will help in 

getting a more widely recognised semantic organization of the data (linking for 

example to the semantic categories associated to German Wiktionary entries, now 

available in the Linked Data framework, as can be seen at 

http://dbpedia.org/Wiktionary or to BabelNet, which has been very recently released 

in the Linked Data format, see http://lcl.uniroma1.it/babelnet/). An example of 

encoding opinionated lexical entries in RDF and lemon is discussed in (Buitelaar et 

al., 2013). We are currently working on linking the German harmonized lexical 

resources to the opinion ontology developed in the context of the project 

(http://www.dfki.de/lt/onto/opinion.owl), and which is based on the work by 

(Westerski et. al, 2013), adding some specific constructs for dealing with the goal of 

the project, for example allowing a large scale population of opinion ontology 

elements. This work is similar to the one described in (Buitelaar et al., 2013), but with 

a focus on populating the ontology with entities for which opinions/sentiments have 

been detected in text.  

5.2 Inducing Polarity Lexicons from Textual Sources 

Related to the work described above in section 4.2, we start to investigate the 

possibility to extract polarity works from short texts (mostly tickers) associated to 

companies listed in the stock exchanges. The algorithm we applied for the time being 

is very simple, but seems to be efficient, but we still have to conduct an appropriate 

evaluation study. The idea is: collect all words that are used in context that can be 

judged positive or negative in a ticker text giving information about a company listed 

in the stock exchanges (Madrid and Milano). The positivity or the negativity context 

is given by quantitative indicators (mostly percentages) associated with the company 

"genehmigung" => { 

  "prov" => { 

   "1" => "german.lex", 

   "2" => "GermanPC.lex", 

  }, 

  "1 :: N" => { 

   "1 :: pol_rank" => "0.7", 

   "1 :: pol_val" => "POS", 

  }, 

  "2 :: N" => { 

   "2 :: pol_rank" => "-", 

   "2 :: pol_val" => "POS", 

  }, 

 }, 

 

Example 3: The lemma “Genehmigung” (approval) 

resulting from the first harmonization step. The 

scrip generates one entry, keeping track of the 

original lexicon information (“prov”). There are still 

two “readings” implied, since for now, we didn’t 

merge the values of the “pol_rank” features. 

"idyll" => { 

  "prov" => { 

   "2" => "GermanPC.lex", 

  }, 

  "2 :: N" => { 

   "2 :: pol_rank" => "-", 
   "2 :: pol_val" => "POS", 
  }, 
 }, 
 

Example 4: Showing the case in which a lemma 

was found only in one lexicon. The number “2” is 

allocated by the script to the lexicon 

“GermanPC.lex”, while the numner “1” (see 

Example 3) is allocated to the lexicon 

“german.lex” during the merging process. 
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in the news text. Give to each word then a “+” or a “-“, in dependency of the context. 

And repeat the procedure for new texts. 

After a certain number of iterations, one can see that some words are preferably used 

in positive or negative contexts alone, while other words are used equally often. 

Figure 2 below shows a screen shot of our actual implementation for the Spanish 

lexicon. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Example of polarity values attached to (Spanish) words used in short notices about 

companies listed at the Madrid stock exchange. In this figure, the reader can see that polarity is 

attached to both the companies (detected by our OBIE tools) and to normal lexical items. The 

numbers indicate the number of time the words are used in a polarity context. In fact we are 

dealing with the lemmas of the words, as can be seen on the right side. 

 

And below we see the actual implementation for the Italian case. As the reader can 

see, we have here a somehow different visualisation; In fact this figure shows the 

result of applying the extracted Italian polarity lexicon to the short texts. We display 

here also the sentences, so that an immediate comparison with the data is possible: 
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Figure 3: Example of the use of the Italian extracted polarity lexicon applied to the type of texts 

that was used for the extraction of the polarity information. The ranking is going here from 0 

(bad) to 4 (excellent), and are associated to the companies mentioned in the ticker.  

 

 

6. Conclusions 
 

In this version of the deliverable, we have presented the different types of multilingual 

resources we are re-using and developing in the context of the OBIE tasks to be 

performed in TrendMiner. A central point of our work is the fact that all relevant 

lexical data are related to the TrendMiner ontological framework, so that a semantic 

annotation can always be performed on the incoming text, if the application requires 

it. This fact is much visible in Figure 2, where the detected companies are related to 

activity sectors, so that an inference of polarity values from companies to a sector can 

be draw if the text is giving us enough mention of companies working in a similar 

sector. 

Next steps will consist in providing for an evaluation of the multilingual resources 

and the ontological framework in which those are integrated. 
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